
Wrong Sails, Dirty Bottoms 

“If you think a dirty bottom slows you down, imagine what is does to your yacht…!” – Anonymous. 
 
We know that yacht preparation, boat handling, crew work and sail selection are fundamentally 
important to getting it right out on the water. There are a couple of really well prepared yachts in our 
fleet, who constantly and consistently perform well, yet face a lot of challenging criticism over their 
ratings. 
Well, here is something to think about: 
Let us assume a fleet of equally well prepared yachts across our fleet set out for a race, and select the 
right sails and go through their manoeuvres equally well…This is how an 8 mile circular random course 
in a steady 12-14 knot breeze would likely pan out: 
  8 mile circular random course in 12-14 knot breeze  
 class yacht name rating elapsed corrected sec/mile ave speed 
         
Miura [FP] Ava 0.910 01:27:55 01:20:00 659 5.46 
J27 Hillbilly 1.000 01:20:00 01:20:00 600 6.00 
L34 Nuthr Witch 1.015 01:18:49 01:20:00 591 6.09 
First 34.7 Necessity 1.050 01:16:11 01:20:00 571 6.30 
J-111 Mwah 1.180 01:07:48 01:20:00 508 7.09 
Landmark 43 Windpower 1.250 01:04:00 01:20:00 480 7.50 
GP 42 Vulcan 1.340 00:59:42 01:20:00 448 8.04 
Now imagine exactly the same course and conditions, but imagine the same yachts went out with the 
wrong sails, and/or dirty bottoms, and/or one or two crew missing. This is not an extraordinary 
occurrence by any stretch of the imagination… 
You could easily imagine that even while still sailing as well as possible, there are a couple of little 
handbrakes tugging on the boat. Could you imagine that slowing the yacht down by just 0.3 knot on 
your average target speed? It is highly probable that any combination of the above preparatory items 
could have this impact, if not more. 
So, here is the shock…look at what that 0.3 knots loss of boat speed does; look how much lower 
your rating would have to be to achieve the same corrected time; and look at how much slower you 
would go on elapsed time. Alternatively, in this example, you would lose about 4 minutes on your 
corrected time with your correct handicap, or effectively sail on a rating 0.05 below your handicap: 
  8 mile circular random course in 12-14 knot breeze with 0.3 knot reduction 

on normal target performance [target average speed] 
  yacht name rating* elapsed corrected sec/mile ave speed 
Miura [FP] Ava 0.860 01:32:58 01:20:00 697 5.16 
J27 Hillbilly 0.950 01:24:13 01:20:00 632 5.70 
L34 Nuthr Witch 0.965 01:22:54 01:20:00 622 5.79 
First 34.7 Necessity 1.001 01:19:56 01:20:00 600 6.00 
J-111 Mwah 1.131 01:10:44 01:20:00 530 6.79 
Landmark 43 Windpower 1.200 01:06:40 01:20:00 500 7.20 
GP 42 Vulcan 1.289 01:02:03 01:20:00 465 7.74 
* This is how far off your actual rating you’d be to sail to the same corrected time. 
 
Wow! That is from a drop of just 0.3 knots on average target handicap speed. I think I need to clean 
my bottom, make sure I get the right sails aboard, and invite my crew in time!!! 
 
Come sailing with a clean bottom! 
Luke 


